Abstract. We propose a first-order augmented Lagrangian algorithm (FAL) for solving the basis pursuit problem. FAL computes a solution to this problem by inexactly solving a sequence of 1 -regularized least squares sub-problems. These sub-problems are solved using an infinite memory proximal gradient algorithm wherein each update reduces to "shrinkage" or constrained "shrinkage". We show that FAL converges to an optimal solution of the basis pursuit problem whenever the solution is unique, which is the case with very high probability for compressed sensing problems. We construct a parameter sequence such that the corresponding FAL iterates are -feasible and -optimal for all > 0 within O log −1 FAL iterations. Moreover, FAL requires at most O( −1 ) matrix-vector multiplications of the form Ax or A T y to compute an -feasible, -optimal solution. We show that FAL can be easily extended to solve the basis pursuit denoising problem when there is a non-trivial level of noise on the measurements. We report the results of numerical experiments comparing FAL with the state-of-the-art solvers for both noisy and noiseless compressed sensing problems. A striking property of FAL that we observed in the numerical experiments with randomly generated instances when there is no measurement noise was that FAL always correctly identifies the support of the target signal without any thresholding or post-processing, for moderately small error tolerance values.
1. Introduction. In this paper we propose a new first-order augmented Lagrangian algorithm to solve the basis pursuit problem min x∈R n x 1 subject to Ax = b, (1.1)
where 1 -norm x 1 := n i=1 |x i |, x i denotes the i-th component of x ∈ R n , b ∈ R m , A ∈ R m×n , with m n, and rank(A) = m, i.e. A has full row rank. The basis pursuit problem appears in the context of compressed sensing (CS) [6, 8, 9, 12] where the goal is to recover a sparse signal x * from a small set of linear measurements or transform values b = Ax * . Candes, Romberg and Tao [6, 8, 9] and Donoho [12] have shown that when the target signal x * is s-sparse, i.e. only s of the n components are non-zero, and the measurement matrix A ∈ m×n satisfies some regularity conditions, the sparse signal x * can be recovered by solving the basis pursuit problem (1.1) with high probability provided that the number of measurements m = O(s log(n)). The basis pursuit problem is a linear program (LP). Therefore, computing the sparsest solution to the set of linear equations Ax = b, which is an NP-hard problem for general A, can be done efficiently, in theory, by solving an LP.
However, in typical CS applications the signal dimension n is large, e.g. n ≈ 10 6 , and the LP (1.1) is often ill-conditioned. Consequently, general purpose simplex-based LP solvers are unable to solve the LP. Moreover, the constraint matrix A is typically dense. Therefore, general purpose interior point methods that require factorization of A T A are not practical for solving LPs arising in CS applications.
On the other hand, in CS applications the A, although dense, still has a lot of structure. In many applications, A is a partial transform matrix, e.g. partial discrete cosine transform (DCT), a partial wavelet, or a partial pseudo-polar Fourier matrix. Therefore, the matrix-vector product Ax and A T y can be computed in O(n log(n)) time using either the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) or forward and backward Wavelet transforms. This fact has been recently exploited by a number of first-order algorithms. In this paper, we propose a new first-order augmented Lagrangian algorithm for the basis pursuit problem. Since the basic steps in a first-order algorithm are the matrix-vector multiplications in the form of Ax and A T y, we will report complexity in terms of the number of such matrix-vector multiplications required to solve the problem.
1.1. Previous work on first-order algorithms for compressed sensing. When the measurement data b contains a non-trivial level of noise, one can solve min x∈R nλ
for an appropriately chosenλ > 0 depending on the noise level to recover the sparse target signal x * with some error proportional to the noise on b [7] . On the other hand, when there is no noise on the measurements, b, or when the noise level is low, one can solve (1.2) for a fixed smallλ > 0, which can be viewed as a penalty approximation to (1.1).
In [15] Figueiredo, Nowak and Wright proposed the GPSR algorithm that uses gradient projection method with Barzilai-Borwein steps to solve (1.2). Hale, Yin and Zhang [16, 17] proposed to solve (1.2) via the fixed point continuation (FPC) algorithm that embeds the soft-thresholding (IST) algorithm [10] in a continuation scheme on λ, i.e. FPC begins with λ >λ and gradually decreases it toλ, to recover the sparse solution of (1.2). Wen, Yin, Goldfarb and Zhang [23] improved the performance of FPC by adding an active set (AS) step. Please note that GPSR, FPC and FPC-AS only converge to the optimal solution of (1.2), not to the optimal solution of (1.1). Hence, when there is no noise or when it is low, the solutions produced by these algorithms are only good approximations to x * .
Yin, Osher, Goldfarb and Darbon [25] solve (1.1) using a Bregman iterative regularization scheme that involves a sequence of problems of the form min x∈R nλ
2 , where b (k) are obtained by suitably updating the measurement vector b, and each sub-problem is solved using FPC. For the basis pursuit problem, the so-called Bregman iterative regularization procedure is nothing but the classic augmented Lagrangian method. The algorithm YALL1 developed by Yang and Zhang [24] , which is an alternating direction algorithm, is able to solve the basis pursuit problem (1.1), the penalty formulation (1.2), and the basis pursuit denoising problem min
Bregman iteration based methods [25] and YALL1 [24] provably converge to the optimal solution of the basis pursuit problem (1.1); however, their convergence rates are unknown.
Other algorithms for 1 -regularized least squares problem (1.2) include an iterative interior-point solver [18] , and an accelerated projected gradient method [11] . Van den Berg and Friedlander [22] proposed SPGL1 to solve the penalty formulation (1.3) by solving a sequence of LASSO sub-problems Ψ(t) = { Ax − b 2 2 : x 1 ≤ t} where parameter t is updated by a Newton step. This algorithm provably converges to the optimal solution of (1.3); however, the convergence rate is again unknown.
Aybat and Iyengar [2] have proposed a first-order smoothed penalty algorithm (SPA) to solve the basis pursuit problem. SPA iterates {x (k) } k∈Z+ are computed by inexactly solving a sequence of smoothed penalty problems of the form
where p (k)
µ (x) is a smooth approximation of
ν (x) is a smooth approximation of Ax − b 2 and η (k) is a suitably chosen bound on the 2 -norm of an optimal solution of the k-th sub-problem. SPA calls Nesterov's optimal algorithm for simple sets [19, 20] to solve the sub-problems. SPA iterates provably converge to an optimal solution x * of the basis pursuit problem whenever it is unique. Moreover, for all small enough , SPA requires O( √ n
2 ) matrix-vector multiplies to compute an -feasible, i.e. Ax (k) − b 2 ≤ , and -optimal, x (k) 1 − x * 1 ≤ iterate. Becker, Bobin and Candès [4] have proposed NESTA for solving the formulation (1.3) (NESTA can also be used to solve the basis pursuit problem (1.1) by setting δ to 0). NESTA calls Nesterov's optimal gradient method for non-smooth convex functions [20] to solve the sub-problems. When the matrix A is orthogonal, i.e. AA T = I, NESTA requires O( √ n −1 ) matrix-vector multiplications to compute a feasible -optimal iterate to (1.3). When the matrix A is a partial transform matrix, i.e. Ax and A T y is O(n log(n)), but A is not orthogonal, NESTA, in general, needs to compute (A T A + µI) −1 , and therefore, its O(n 3 ) per iteration complexity is quite prohibitive for practical applications. Moreover, the sequence of NESTA iterates does not converge an optimal solution of (1.3) but to a solution of a smooth approximation of (1.3).
New results.
In this paper we propose a first-order augmented Lagrangian (FAL) algorithm that solves the basis pursuit problem by inexactly solving a sequence of optimization problems of the form
Each of these sub-problems are solved using a variant (see Figure 2. 1) of the infinite-memory proximal gradient algorithm in [21] (see, also FISTA [3] and Nesterov infinite-memory algorithm [20] ). Each update in this proximal gradient algorithm involves computing the gradient A T (Ax − b) of the quadratic term
2 and computing two constrained "shrinkage" (see Equation A.10), which require O(n log(n)) work. Hence, the complexity of each update is dominated by computing the gradient A T (Ax − b) or equivalently two matrix-vector multiplies.
In Theorem 3.1 in Section 3 we prove that every limit point of the FAL iterate sequence is an optimal solution of (1.1). Thus, the FAL iterates converge to the optimal solution when the solution is unique. In Theorem 3.4 we show that for all > 0, the FAL iterates
). Moreover, FAL requires at most O(n −1 ) matrixvector multiplications to compute an -feasible, -optimal solution to (1.1). Thus, the overall complexity of FAL computing an -feasible and -optimal iterate is O(n 2 log(n) −1 ) in the CS context. And in Section 4, we briefly discuss how to extend FAL to solve the noisy recovery problem min x∈R n { x 1 : Ax − b 2 ≤ δ}.
In Section 6 we report the results of our experiments with FAL. We tested FAL on randomly generated problems both with and without measurement noise and also on known hard instances of the CS problems. We compared the performance of FAL with SPA [2] , NESTA [4] , FPC [17] , FPC-AS [23] , YALL1 [24] and SPGL1 [22] . On randomly generated problem instances FAL is at least two times faster than all the other solvers. On known hard CS instances the run times of FAL were of the same order of magnitude as the best solver; but FAL was able to identify significantly sparser solutions. We also observed that for all randomly generated instances with no measurement noise FAL always correctly identified the support of the target signal x * , without any additional heuristic thresholding, when the error tolerance was set to moderate values. Once the support is known, the signal x * can often be very accurately computed by solving a set of linear equations. Moreover, although the bound in Theorem 3.4 implies that FAL requires O 1 matrix-vector multiplies to compute an -feasible, -optimal solution, in practice we observed that FAL required only O log 1 matrix-vector multiplies to compute an -feasible, -optimal solution.
FAL is superior to SPA [2] both in terms of the theoretical guarantees as well as practical performance on the basis pursuit problem. However, FAL explicitly uses the structure of the 1 -norm and is, therefore, restricted to basis pursuit and related problems. On the other hand, SPA can be extended easily to solve the following much larger class non-smooth convex optimization problems:
where U is a compact convex set and φ : R n ×U → R is a bi-affine function [20] , and γ ∈ {1, 2, ∞}. This class includes as special cases, basis pursuit, matrix games with side constraints, group LASSO, and problems of the form min{ p k=1 B k x 1 : Ax = b} that appears in the context of reconstructing a piecewise flat sparse image.
Preliminaries.
In this section we state and briefly discuss the details of a particular variant of Tseng's Algorithm 3 in [21] that we use in FAL. Algorithm 3 [21] computes -optimal solutions for the optimization problem
where f , p and F satisfy the following conditions.
(i) p : R n → R proper, lower-semicontinuous (lsc) and convex function, and dom p closed,
We refer to a function h : R n → R as a prox function if h is differentiable and strongly convex function with convexity parameter c > 0, i.e. h(y) ≥ h(x) + ∇h(x)
6:
7:
← + 1 10: end while 11: return u ( ) or v ( ) depending on APGstop 
Proof. Corollary 3 in [21] implies this result provided that H(u ( +1) ) ≤ H(û ( +1) ) holds for all ≥ 0. Using induction, it is easy to show that this is true when the update rule (7) is used for all ≥ 1.
3. Convergence Properties of FAL. In this section, we describe FAL and prove the main convergence results for the algorithm. The outline of FAL is given in Figure 3 .1. Algorithm FAL takes as inputs a sequence of
)} k∈Z+ , a starting point x (0) and a bound η on the 1 -norm of an optimal solution x * of the basis pursuit problem. One such bound η can be computed as follows. Letx = argmin{ x 2 :
We will next describe each of the steps in this outline.
An augmented Lagrangian function for the basis pursuit problem (1.1) can be written as
where λ is the penalty parameter and θ is a dual variable for the constraints Ax = b. From Lines 4-7 in Figure 3 .1 it follows that in the k-th iteration of Algorithm FAL we inexactly minimize the augmented Lagrangian function
over the set
5:
10:
12: end while 13: return x sol ← x Recall that when using Algorithm APG we need to ensure that
Thus,
Next, we discuss the stopping criterion set in Line 9 in Figure 3 .1. The convexity parameter of the proxfunction h (k) is 1. Hence, Lemma 2.1 establishes that
where {u ( ) } ∈Z+ is the sequence of u-iterates when Algorithm APG is applied to the k-th subproblem and L denotes the Lipschitz constant of the gradient ∇f
, where σ max (A) denote the largest singular value of A. Thus, it follows that
Consequently, it follows that the stopping criterion APGstop in Line 9 ensures that the iterate x (k) satisfies one of the following two conditions
where ∂P (k) (x)| x (k) denotes the set of subgradients of the function
Algorithm APG returns v ( ) . And we set x (k) to what Algorithm APG returns.
In Line 11, we update the dual variables θ (k) in a manner that is standard for augmented Lagrangian algorithms. This completes the description of Algorithm FAL displayed in Figure 3 .1.
In the result below we establish that every limit point of the FAL iterate sequence {x (k) } k∈Z , is an optimal solution of the basis pursuit problem.
(k) } k∈Z+ denote the iterates computed by Algorithm FAL for this set of parameters. Then, X is a bounded sequence and any limit pointx of X is an optimal solution of the basis pursuit problem (1.1).
Proof. Since (k) max is finite for all k ≥ 1, it follows that the sequence X exists. As a first step towards establishing that X is bounded, we establish a uniform bound on the sequence of dual multipliers {θ (k) } k∈Z+ . Suppose in the k-th FAL iteration Algorithm APG terminates with the iterate
Instead, if the iterate
where the second inequality follows from the fact that q
Since
for all k ≥ 1 and A has full row-rank, it follows that
The bounds
From this bound, it follows that
Thus, X is a bounded sequence and it has a limit point. Letx denote any limit point and let K ⊂ Z + denote a subsequence such that lim k∈K x (k) =x.
Suppose that there exists a further sub-sequence K a ⊂ K such that for all k ∈ K a calls to Algorithm APG terminates with an iterate x (k) satisfying (3.2)(a). Then, for k ∈ K a , we have that
where the first inequality follows from the fact f (k) (x) ≥ 0, second follows from the stopping condition, the third follows from the fact that
, the equality follows from the fact that Ax * = b, and the last inequality follows from the bounds θ
Next, consider feasibility of the limit pointx.
where the first inequality follows from the fact λ (k) x (k) ≥ 0, the third follows from the fact that
, the fourth follows from the fact Ax * = b, and the last follows from the bound θ (k) 2 ≤ B θ . Taking the limit along K a , we have
Sincex is feasible, and x 1 ≤ x * 1 , it follows thatx is an optimal solution for the basis pursuit problem (1.1).
Now, consider the complement case, i.e. there exists K ∈ K such that for all k ∈ K b := K ∩ {k ≥ K}, calls to Algorithm APG terminate with an iterate
where σ min (A) denotes the smallest non-zero singular value of A. The first inequality follows from the definition of σ min (A), the second inequality follows from triangle inequality, and last inequality follows from (3.9), the bound θ
One can easily show thatq ∈ ∂ x 1 |x. Dividing both sides of (3.9) by λ (k) , we get
λ (k) = 0 and A has full row rank, it follows that {θ
is a Cauchy sequence; therefore, lim k∈K b θ (k+1) =θ exists. Taking the limit of both sides of (3.10) along K b , we haveq = A Tθ . (3.11) (3.11) together with that the fact that Ax = b and q ∈ ∂ x 1 , it follows that the KKT conditions for optimality is satisfied atx; thus,x is optimal for the basis pursuit problem.
In compressed sensing exact recovery occurs only when min{ x 1 : Ax = b} has a unique solution. The following Corollary establishes that FAL converges to this solution.
Corollary 3.2. Suppose the basis pursuit problem min{ x 1 : Ax = b} has a unique optimal solution x * . Let {x (k) } k∈Z+ denote the sequence of iterates generated by Algorithm FAL, displayed in Figure 3 .1, corresponding to a sequence
)} k∈Z+ that satisfies all the conditions in Theorem 3.1. Then
Next, we characterize the finite iteration performance of FAL. This analysis will lead to a convergence rate result in Theorem 3.4.
)} k∈Z+ satisfying all the conditions in Theorem 3.1. In addition, suppose for all k ≥ 1,
} k∈Z+ denote the sequence of iterates generated by Algorithm FAL, displayed in Figure 3 .1, for this set of parameters. Then, for all k ≥ 1,
where
Proof. First note that we have established the uniform bounds θ
The dual update in Line 11 of Algorithm FAL implies that
where the last inequality follows the fact that θ (k) 2 ≤ B θ . This establishes (i). The dual update in Line 11 of Algorithm FAL also implies that
Thus, for all k ≥ 1,
Next, we establish a lower bound for
Consider the following primal-dual pair of problems:
Let w * ∈ R m denote an optimal solution of the maximization problem in (3.13). Next, consider the primaldual pair of problems corresponding to the penalty formulation for the basis pursuit problem:
(3.14)
Since w * is feasible for the maximization problem in (3.14) is as well, it follows that 16) where (3.15) follows from weak duality for primal-dual problems (3.14) and (3.16) follows from strong duality for primal-dual problems (3.13), i.e. b T w * = x * 1 , and Cauchy-Schwartz inequality. Thus, (3.12) implies that
where the second inequality follows from the fact that A T w * ∞ ≤ 1.
The final step in the proof is to establish the upper bound in (ii). Suppose the iterate x (k) satisfies the stopping condition (3.2)(a). In (3.7) we show that
where we have used the fact that θ
. Then the convexity of P (k) implies that
Now, an argument similar to the one that establishes the bound (3.7), implies that
The upper bound in (ii) follows from (3.17) and (3.19) .
Next, we use the bounds in Theorem 3.3 to compute a bound on the convergence rate of Algorithm FAL. Theorem 3.4. Fix an 0 < α < 1. Then there exists and one can construct a sequence of parameters
)} k∈Z+ such that the iterates generated by Algorithm FAL, displayed in Figure 3 .1, are Set λ (1) = 1, (1) = 2, and update
For this choice of problem parameters, the constants
Therefore, the uniform bounds on θ
2 and x (k) 1 are given by
For the rescaled problem (Ā,b), the Theorem 3.3 guarantees that for all k ≥ 1,
where we use the fact that κ(A) ≥ 1. Thus,
From Theorem 3.3 we also have that for all k ≥ 1,
From(3.22) and (3.23) it follows that for all > 0, N FAL ( ), the number of FAL iterations required to compute an -feasible and -optimal solution, is at most
From the stopping condition APGstop defined in Line 9 of Algorithm FAL, it follows that the total number of the Algorithm APG iterations, N APG , required during N FAL ( ) many FAL iterations is bounded byN
where the first inequality follows from the fact that
2 ≤ B θ , the third equality follows from substituting for the parameters λ (k−1) and (k) , and the last inequality follows from the summing the geometric series.
Algorithm FAL calls Algorithm APG with a quadratic prox function of the form h(x) = 
We show in Lemma A.4 in Appendix A that the complexity of solving a constrained shrinkage problem is O(n log(n)). Thus, the computational complexity of each Algorithm APG iteration is dominated by the complexity of computing A T (Ax − b − λθ). The complexity result now follows from the bound in (3.26).
4. Extension of FAL to noisy recovery. In this section, we briefly discuss how FAL can be extended to solve the noisy signal recovery problem of the form (1.3). See [1] for the further extensions of the methodology proposed here. Consider a noisy recovery problem
where γ ∈ {1, 2, ∞}. The formulation with γ ∈ {1, ∞} are interesting when the measurement noise has a Laplacian or Extreme Value distribution. By introducing a slack variable s ∈ R m , the noisy recovery problem can be formulated as follows:
We solve (4.1) by inexactly minimizing a sequence of sub-problems of the form
2 . In order to efficiently solve (4.1) we need a good stopping condition for terminating Algorithm APG. Since
2 , where υ(γ) = 1, when γ = 1, 2 and √ m when γ = ∞, Lemma 2.1 implies that terminating Algorithm APG at iteration
max , where
Recall that in solving the basis pursuit problem using Algorithm FAL we terminate Algorithm APG when either we are guaranteed that the iterate
) with a sufficiently small norm. In our numerical experiments, we found that we always terminated the call to Algorithm APG using the sub-gradient stopping condition. In order to extend FAL to efficiently solve (4.1) we need an analog of the sub-gradient condition.
In FAL we were able to set the tolerance τ (k) small since we are guaranteed that argmin guarantees that x
Therefore, we can continue to use the gradient condition g x ∈ ∂ x P (k) (x (k) , s (k) ) with g x 2 ≤ τ x . However, since s is constrained, we cannot force g s 2 to be close to zero; therefore, we need an alternative gradient condition. 
2).
Consequently, it follows that the stopping criterion APGstop ensures that the iterate (x (k) , s (k) ) satisfies one of the following two conditions
s . . Thus, the per iteration complexity of FAL is always O(n 2 ) for any A; whereas the per iteration complexity of NESTA [4] is O(n 3 ) when A is not orthogonal. Examples of non-orthogonal A include Gaussian measurement matrices, partial psuedo-polar Fourier tranforms, and non-orthogonal partial wavelet transforms.
Implementation details of Algorithm FAL for numerical experiments.
In this section we describe the details of the implemented version of Algorithm FAL that we used in our numerical experiments described in the next section.
Initial iterate x
(0) and bound η. In our numerical experiments, when A was a partial DCT matrix, we set
, where the last equality follows from the fact that A has orthogonal rows. The complexity of computing x (0) in this case is O(n log(n)). Since x * ∈ argmin{ x 1 : Ax = b} and
. In order to avoid O(m 3 ) inversion cost, we set x (0) = A T b when A was a standard Gaussian matrix, i.e. each element A ij is an independent sample from the standard N (0, 1). Since x (0) 1 = A T b 1 is no longer an upper bound on x * 1 , we set η as follows. It well known that for an m×n standard Gaussian matrix σ min (A) ≈ 1 − m n √ n for large n (in fact, the approximation is very accurate even at n = 100) [14] . Then,
5.2. APGstop and FALstop conditions. When the Algorithm APG terminates with ≥
max we return u (l) . Since gradient computation is computationally the most expensive step in Algorithm APG, and we are required to compute the gradient at the v iterates, we checked the sub-gradient stopping condition at the these iterates. Hence, we stopped Algorithm APG and returned v ( ) when min{ g
where ∇f
denote the i-th component of the gradient ∇f (k,l) . The first equality follows from the fact
, and q i ∈ [−1, 1] for i such that v ( ) i = 0, and the last equality follows from explicitly computing the minimum. Thus, given ∇f (k,l) , the complexity of computing g is O(n).
We used different stopping conditions depending on the existence of measurement noise. First, we modified the stopping condition APGstop as follows
Then, we set the FAL stopping condition FALstop as follows.
(i) Noiseless measurements:
where we set the threshold γ by experimenting with a small instance of the problem. Algorithm FAL produces x sol = u ( ) when FALstop is true. (ii) Noisy measurements:
where γ was set equal to the standard deviation of the noise, i.e. when b = Ax * + ζ such that ζ is a vector of i.i.d. random variables with standard deviation , we set γ = . As in the noiseless case, we terminated FAL and set x sol = u ( ) when FALstop is true.
Parameter sequence selection.
Recall that we require
for Theorem 3.1, Corollary 3.2, Theorem 3.3 and Theorem 3.4 to hold. These conditions are satisfied if one updates the parameters as follows: for k ≥ 1,
where g
} is the minimum norm sub-gradient at the initial iterate x (k−1) for the k-th sub-problem for k ≥ 1, and c λ , c τ andĉ λ are appropriately chosen constants in (0, 1). Note that we still have to set the initial iterates λ (1) , τ (1) , and (1) .
In our preliminary numerical experiments with FAL we found that it was sufficient to setĉ τ = 0.9, and the optimal choice for the constants c λ and c τ was only a function sparsity ratio ξ = x * 0 /m, and was effectively independent of the problem size n. Moreover, the optimal choice for c τ = c λ − 0.01. We set and approximated the sparsity ratio ξ at the beginning of k-th FAL by
0 /m. Since x (0) is set arbitrarily, and is unlikely to be sparse, we use the following parameter update rule for k ≥ 2,
where c τ (ξ (k) ) = c λ (ξ (k) ) − 0.01, andĉ τ = 0.9. We set c
λ and c
τ for each problem class separately. We set the initial parameter values λ (1) , τ (1) and (1) as follows. Let x (0) = A T b denote the initial FAL iterate. We set
We use the duality gap at x (0) to set (1) . Since the bound η (1) = η is set to ensure that argmin x∈R P (1) (x) ∈ F (k) = {x : x 1 ≤ η (1) }, we are effectively computing an unconstrained minimum. Since P (1) (x) ≥ 0 for all x ∈ R n , it follows that the duality gap of the initial iterate
The step length is Algorithm APG is proportional to 1 L where L denotes the Lipschitz constant of ∇f . In our numerical tests, we observed that taking long steps, i.e. steps of size t L , for t > 1, improves the speed of convergence in practice. And we chose the step-size t as a function of the sparsity ratio x * 0 /m. In iteration k, we approximate the sparsity ratio by
0 /m, and set the Lipschitz constant to be used in Algorithm APG to
where the function 6. Numerical experiments. We conducted three sets of numerical experiments with FAL.
1. In the first set of experiments we solve randomly generated basis pursuit problems when there is no measurement noise. Our goal in this set of experiments were to benchmark the practical performance of FAL and to compare FAL with the Nesterov-type algorithms, SPA [2] , and NESTA [4] , fixed point continuation algorithms, FPC, FPC-BB [16, 17] , and FPC-AS [23] , the alternating direction proximal gradient method YALL1 [24] , and a root finding algorithm SPGL1 [22] . We describe the results for this set of experiments in Section 6.1.1. 2. In the second set of experiments, we compare the performance of FAL with the performances of the same set solvers, on randomly generated basis pursuit denoising problems when there is a non-trivial level of noise on the measurement vector b. The results for this set of experiments is described in Section 6.2.1.
3. In the third set of experiments, we compare the performance and robustness of FAL with the same solvers on a set of small sized, hard compressed sensing problems, CaltechTest [5] . The results for this set of experiments is reported in Section 6.3.
All the numerical experiments were conducted on a desktop with 4 dual-core AMD Opteron 2218 @2.6 GHz processors, 16GB RAM running MATLAB 7.12 on Fedora 14 operating system.
Experiments with no measurement noise.
6.1.1. Signal generation. We generated the target signal x * and the measurement matrix A using the experimental setup in [4] . In particular, we set
where, (i) Λ is constructed by randomly selecting s indices from the set {1, . . . , n}, (ii) Θ
i , i ∈ Λ, are IID Bernoulli random variables taking values ±1 with equal probability, (iii) Θ (2) i , i ∈ Λ, are IID uniform [0, 1] random variables.
We then scale Θ (2) such that min i Θ (2) i = 0 and max i Θ (2) i = 1. Therefore, the signal x * has a dynamic range of 100dB.
We randomly selected m = n 4 frequencies from the set {0, . . . , n} and set the measurement matrix A ∈ m×n to the partial DCT matrix corresponding to the chosen frequencies. The measurement vector, b, is then set to the DCT evaluated at the chosen frequencies, i.e. b = Ax * .
Algorithm scaling results. For this set of numerical experiments,
and Algorithm FAL produces x sol = u ( ) when FALstop is true, where x * is the randomly generated target signal. Since the largest magnitude of the target signal, i.e. max i |(x * ) i | is 10 5 , the stopping condition
FALstop implies that x sol has 5 + log 10 (1/γ) digits of accuracy. We report results for γ = 1, 10 −1 and 10 −2 . For the first iteration of FAL, we set c
(1) λ = 0.4. For k ≥ 2, we used the functions c λ (·) and t(·) described in (5.4) and (5.6), respectively. The parameters (λ (k) , τ (k) , (k) ) were set as described in Section 5.3.
Sparsity
γ Table s = m/100 1 Table 6 .2 s = m/100 0.1 Table 6 .3 s = m/100 0.01 Table 6 .4 s = m/10 1 Table 6 .5 s = m/10 0.1 Table 6 .6 s = m/10 0.01 Table 6 .7 Table 6 .1
Summary of numerical experiments
The Table 6 .1 summarizes the sparsity conditions and the parameter settings for this set of experiments. The column marked Table lists the table where we display the results corresponding to the parameter setting of the particular row, e.g. the results for s = m/10 and γ = 0.1 are displayed in Table 6 .6.
We generated 10 random instances for each of the experimental conditions. In Tables 6.2-6.7, the column labeled average lists the average taken over the 10 random instances, the columns labeled max list the maximum over the 10 instances. The rows labeled N FAL and N APG list the total number of FAL and APG iterations required, respectively, to solve the instance for the given tolerance parameter γ. The row labeled CPU lists the running time in seconds and the row labeled nMat lists the total number of matrixvector multiplies of the form Ax or A T y computed during the FAL run. In Section 6.1.3, we report two nMat numbers for FPC-AS: the first one is the number of multiplications with A during the fixed point iterations and the second one is the number of multiplications with a reduced form of A during the subspace optimization iterations. All other rows are self-explanatory.
The experiment results support the following conclusions. FAL is very efficient -it requires only 11-20 iterations to converge to an high accuracy solution of the basis pursuit problem. For a given sparsity level s and a stopping criterion γ, N FAL is a very slowly growing function of the dimension n of the target signal. The total number of matrix-vector multiplies increases with the number of non-zero elements in the target signal x * -increasing s from m/100 to m/10 increases the number of matrix-vector multiplies by 30%. On problems with high sparsity, FAL always recovers the support of the target signal. We find that FAL is always able to discover the support of the target signal when the tolerance γ is set sufficiently low. Table 6 .4 FAL scaling results: m = n/4, s = m/100 and x sol − x * ∞ ≤ 10 −2
The worst case bound in Theorem 3.4 suggests that FAL requires O( 1 ) Algorithm APG iterations (or equivalently, matrix-vector multiplies) to compute an -feasible and -optimal solution to the basis pursuit problem. In our numerical experiments we found that we required only 4 ± 1 APG iterations per FAL iteration; therefore, we required only O(log( 1 )) APG iterations to compute an -optimal solution. In order to clearly demonstrate this phenomenon, we created 5 random instances of x * ∈ R n and partial DCT matrix A ∈ R m×n such that n = 64 2 and m = n 4 as described in Section 6. Table 6 .7 FAL scaling results: m = n/4, s = m/10 and x sol − x * ∞ ≤ 10 −2
We solved this set of random instances with Algorithm FAL using
∞ ≤ 5 × 10 −11 }. As before, let N FAL denote the number of FAL iterations required to compute x sol satisfying the stopping condition FALstop. Let N (k) be the number of Algorithm APG iterations done on the k-th call until the inner stopping condition (3.2) holds and N APG = NFAL k=1 N (k) be the total number of inner iterations, i.e. total number of APG iterations, to compute x sol .
For all five instances
. These numbers show that each output x sol is 15 digits accurate and very close to feasibility.
. In Figure 6 .1, we plot the relative error, relative feasibility and relative optimality of the inner iterates x (j) in as functions of Algorithm APG cumulative iteration counter j ∈ {1, ..., N APG }. From the plots in Figure 6 .1, it is clear that, in practice, the complexity of computing an -feasible, -optimal iterate is O(log(1/ )), as opposed to the O(1/ ) worst case complexity bound established Theorem 3.4. [22] [http://www.cs.ubc.ca/labs/scl/spgl1/]. We set the parameter values for each of the six solvers so that they all produce a solution with ∞ -error approximately equal to 5 × 10 −4 , i.e. x sol − x * ∞ ≈ 5 × 10 −4 . This criterion results in the following set of parameters (all other parameters not mentioned below are set to their default values).
(a) FAL: We set γ = 2.5 × 10 −4 , and the initial update coefficients c
τ = 0.4 and t (1) = 2. For k ≥ 2, we used the functions c λ (·) and t(·) described in (5.4) and (5.6), respectively. The parameters (λ (k) , τ (k) , (k) ) were set as described in Section 5.3. min x∈ n { x 1 : Ax = b} and terminates when
(g) SPGL1 (BP): optT ol = 5×10 −3 and bpT ol = 1×10 −6 . SPGL1 (BP) algorithm solves the basis pursuit problem min x∈ n { x 1 : Ax = b}. For the optimality and basis pursuit tolerance parameters, optT ol and bpT ol, refer to [22] .
The termination criteria for the different solvers were not directly comparable since the different solvers solve slightly different formulations of the basis pursuit problem. However, we attempted to set the stopping parameter γ for FAL so that on average the stopping criterion for FAL was more stringent than any of the other solvers.
We tested each solver on the same set of 10 random instances of size n = 512 × 512 that were generated using the procedure described in Section 6.1.1. The results of the experiments are displayed in Table 6 .8. The experimental results in Table 6 .8, show that FAL was six times faster than SPA and NESTA, approximately four times faster than FPC, and two times faster than FPC-BB and FPC-AS algorithms. Moreover, unlike the other solvers, for all 10 instances, FAL accurately identified the support of the target signal, without any heuristic thresholding step. This feature of FAL is very appealing in practice. For signals with a large dynamic range, almost all of the state-of-the-art efficient algorithms produce a solution with many small non zeros terms, and it is often hard to determine this threshold.
Experiments with measurement noise.
6.2.1. Signal generation. For this set of experiments the target signal x * ∈ n was generated as follows: (x * ) i = 1(i ∈ Λ) Θ i , where (i) the set Λ was constructed by randomly selecting s indices from the set {1, . . . , n}, (ii) Θ i , i ∈ Λ, were independently, and identically distributed standard Gaussian random variables.
The measurement matrix A and the measurement vector b were constructed as follows. We set the number of observations m = Normal distribution. Therefore, the signal to noise ratio (SNR) of the measurement b was Table 6 .8 Noiseless comparison tests: m = n/4, s = m/10 and x sol − x * ∞ ≈ 5 × 10 −4 6.2.2. Comparison with other solvers. For each noise level, we created 10 random instances of size n = 128 × 128 using the procedure described in Section 6.2.1. We stopped each algorithm when the relative 2 -distance of consecutive iterates are less than , i.e. we impose the noisy stopping condition in Section 5.2 for all the solvers.
Some of the solvers we tested solve the penalty formulation min x∈ n x 1 +
Hale et. al. [16] proposed that when the measurement noise vector ζ is a N (0, σ) Gaussian vector, the penalty parameter λ should be set to λ = All the parameters other than ones explained above were set to their default values. The results clearly show that FAL is faster then the other state-of-the-art algorithms over the SNR range 20dB-40dB. Since nMat only keeps tracks of matrix-vector multiplies with the full m × n measurement matrix, the CPU time CPU for some of the solvers is not completely determined by nMat. For instance, at the 40dB SNR level, FAL computed 62.8 and FPC-AS computed 67.8 matrix-vector multiplications on average; but the average CPU time for FAL was 13.1 secs, whereas it was 18.9 secs for FPC-AS. This difference in the CPU time is due to smaller size matrix-vector multiplies that FPC-AS computes during subspace optimization iterations. NESTA has the highest overhead cost: it needs SVD of A = U ΣV T at the beginning since Gaussian A does not satisfy AA T = I. The preprocess time reported for NESTA shows the time to compute the SVD of A. Moreover, on top of the reported number of matrix vector multiplications with m × n matrices, NESTA also computes 2 matrix vector multiplications with m × m matrices at each iteration, which is not reported.
6.3.
Comparison with other solvers on hard instances. In order to demonstrate the robustness of FAL, we tested it on the Caltech test problems: CaltechTest1, CaltechTest2, CaltechTest3 and CaltechTest4 [5] . This is a set of small-sized hard instances of CS problems. The hardness of these instances is due to the very large dynamic range of the nonzero components (see Table 6 .12). For example, the target signal x * ∈ R 512 in CaltechTest1 has 33 nonzero components with magnitude of 10 5 and 5 components with magnitude of 1, i.e. x * has a dynamic range of 100dB. The Caltech problems have measurement noise. However, the SNR(b) = 20 log 10
for CaltechTest1-CaltechTest4 problems is 228dB, 265dB, 168dB and 261dB, respectively. Since the SNR values are very high, we solved this set of problems solve them via basis pursuit formulation (1.1) using FAL, SPA, NESTA, YALL1 and SPGL1; and via unconstrained basis pursuit denoising formulation (1.2) with small λ > 0 values using FPC, FPC-BB and FPC-AS.
For FAL, SPA, NESTA v1.1, FPC and FPC-BB that come with v2.0 solver package, FPC-AS v1.21, YALL1 v1.4 and SPGL1 v1.7, we chose parameter values that produced a solution x sol with high accuracy in reasonable time.
FAL:
We set γ = 5 × 10 −9 and the initial update coefficients c
(1) τ = 0.8 and t (1) = 1.9. For k ≥ 2, we used the functions c λ (·) and t(·) described in (5.4) and (5.6), respectively. The parameters (λ (k) , τ (k) , (k) ) were set as described in Section 5.3. , bpT ol = 1 × 10 −9 and decT ol = 1 × 10 −7 . For the details on optimality and basis pursuit tolerance parameters, optT ol, bpT ol and decT ol, refer to [22] .
These parameter values were fixed for all 4 test problems and all other parameters are set to their default values. The termination criteria were not directly comparable since the different solvers use a slightly different formulation of the basis pursuit problem. However, we attempted to set the stopping parameter γ such that Table 6 .13 CaltechTest Problem Set on the average the stopping criterion for FAL was more stringent than those for the other algorithms we tested. The results of the experiments are displayed in Table 6 .13. In Table 6 .13, the row labeled CPU lists the row labeled rel.err lists the relative error the solution, i.e rel.err = x sol −x * 2 x * 2 , the row labeled inf .err + lists the absolute error on the nonzero components of x * , i.e inf .err + = max{|(x sol ) i − (x * ) i | : (x * ) i = 0}, the row labeled inf .err 0 lists the absolute error on the zero components of x * , without any thresholding or post-processing. None of the solvers, other than FAL, were able to identify the true support of the target signal for any of the CaltechTest instances.
Conclusion.
We propose a first-order augmented lagrangian algorithm (FAL) for basis pursuit. FAL computes a solution to the basis pursuit problem by solving a sequence of augmented lagrangian subproblems, and each subproblem is solved using a variant of the infinite memory proximal gradient algorithm (Algorithm 3) [21] . We prove that FAL iterates converge to the optimal solution of the basis pursuit problem whenever it is unique, which is true with overwhelming probability for compressed sensing problems (In [7] Candés and Tao have shown that for random measurement A matrices the resulting basis pursuit problem has a unique solution with very high probability). We are able to prove FAL needs at most O( −1 ) matrixvector multiplies to compute an -feasible and -optimal solution. However, in our numerical experiments we observe that we only need O(log( −1 )) matrix-vector multiplies! We found that for a fixed measurement ratio m/n, sparsity ratios s/n, and solution accuracy γ, the number of matrix-vector multiplies computed by FAL were effectively independent of the dimension n. This allows us to tune the algorithm parameters on small problems and then use these parameters for all larger problems with the same measurement and sparsity ratios. The numerical results reported in this paper clearly show that FAL solves both the noise-less and noisy versions of the compressive sensing problems very efficiently.
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Corollary A.2. Suppose A ∈ R m×n with m ≤ n and full rank. Let P (x) = λ x 1 + 1 2 Ax − b − λθ 2 2 . Supposex is -optimal for min x∈R n P (x), i.e. 0 ≤ P (x) − min x∈R n P (x) ≤ . Then Note that x * (α) 1 is a strictly decreasing continuous function of α. Since x * (0) 1 > η, there exists a uniqueα > 0 such that x * (α) 1 = η. From (A.14), we can conclude that α * =α.
To computeα such that x * (α) 1 = η, sort z = |x * (0)| in decreasing order. Let z [i] denote the i-th largest component of z. It is clear that x * (w [n] ) 1 > η > 0 and x * (α) 1 = 0 for all α > w [1] . Hence, there exists an index 1 ≤ k < n such that x * (w [k] ) 1 ≤ η and x * (w [k+1] ) 1 > η, and it follows that
Thus, x * = x * (α * ) can be computed in O(n log(n)) operations. Singer et al [13] show that α * with a O(n) randomized complexity using a slightly modified version of the randomized median finding algorithm.
